
 
December 8, 2021 

From the Media Desk of the Fraser Valley Soccer League… 

The weather once more wreaked havoc on the schedule in the top-flight this past weekend.  The snow 

cancelled Saturday’s FVSL Premier Division tilt between Abbotsford and Surrey at Mouat and then did 

not quite clear in time to enable Tuesday nights SC Cup semi-final between Abby and Whitecaps.  As a 

result, defending champions Abby were forced to watch Tigers move even farther away from them in 

first place, while upstarts Faly FC also left them behind after a huge win over Whitecaps FC. 

Here’s a recap of all of this week’s action: 

Vancouver Whitecaps FC U19 1-2 FC Faly – Saturday 6:00pm; UBC NTC Turf 

The marquee fixture this weekend saw the two teams currently battling for second place lock horns out 

at UBC.  Was ensued was a fantastic game, highlighting some of the best the FVSL has on offer.  

Whitecaps controlled much of the early play, but have seemingly dried up in front of goal of late.  They 

were held of the scoresheet twice in their past three outings coming into this game, and those woes in 

front of goal continued on this night.  Time and again the ‘Caps saw their attacks repelled by the Faly 

goal keeper in a game where, on another night, perhaps they could have had half a dozen goals.  Joshue 

Ndakala finally did find a way through, but that was the only goal they would manage in this one and it 

would not be enough to get them anything from the match.  Instead it would be Faly who notched a 

crucial victory and moved themselves into second place.  Benjamin Chabbert was the standout man for 

Faly on the night as he set the tone throughout the game, creating energy that his teammates fed off.  

Perhaps the player who was the most invigorated by this was Athos Michellepis de Sequeira as he was 

the one who turned all the vim and vigor into an end product, scoring both goals for Faly.  Have reached 

such lofty heights, the challenge will be for this young Faly side to stay there, but, on this night, they 

were able to relish in the win.  For Whitecaps, they will look to regroup and build off yet another 

sensational performance by Jay Herdman, despite the loss. 

FC Tigers Vancouver 3-0 Langley United – Saturday 8:00pm; Cloverdale Athletic #3 

First place FC Tigers were looking to increase their lead over idle Abbotsford, as well as the others in the 

chasing pack, when they hosted red hot Langley United on Friday night.  Langley came into the match on 

the back of three straight wins and had clawed back into the top half of the table after a dreadful start 

to the campaign.  Unfortunately for the visitors, this ended up being a bit of an off night for them, as 

Tigers controlled the match just about from start to finish.  After some early pressure, Langley switched 

off on a short corner kick and, in their efforts to recover, ended up conceding a penalty kick after just 

ten minutes.  Farivar Torabi stepped to the spot and elected to go down the middle with his attempt, 

however, Langley keeper Nuno Jesus was alert and made the save.  Frustratingly for Jesus, though, 

there was too much power in the shot and he was unable to hold it, nor parry it to safety, and Torabi 

was the first to react to the rebound, poking home to open the scoring.  Langley was struggling to create 

chances and Tigers were having the lion’s share of possession, but there were no further goals in the 

first half.  Langley seemed to regroup somewhat at the break and started the second half brightly and 

were probing for a rout back into the match.  The game stayed on a knife edge until just past the hour 

mark, United were architects of their own demise.  A poorly conceived pass back towards Jesus saw 

Torabi nip in, intercept the ball and round a helpless Jesus before slotting home into the empty net.  The 



 
goal lifted Torabi into a tie atop the Golden Boot race with ten on the season and more or less put this 

game to bed.  Things were well and truly finished off ten minutes later when Merlin Fisk lobbed a long 

free kick towards the Langley goal, and it somehow deceived everyone before nestling into the back of 

the net.  Tigers saw out the match from here, with Lukas Strauts relatively untroubled on route to his 

division leading fifth clean sheet of the season.  For Langley it was a night to forget, although, as usual, 

captain Scott Barling put in his regular top shift in the middle of the park.  United would look to drop 

this one in the trash and get ready for their mid-week Challenge Series fixture with SFC Royals. 

Micro Footie Academy 2-1 FCT Academy – Sunday 6:00pm; Hjorth Turf #1 

At the bottom of the table, both Micro Footie and FCT Academy were searching for a lifeline to kickstart 

their respective campaigns.  Both teams felt they had a chance at the points in this one and that led to a 

very entertaining contest.  For the fourth game running, Adam Kavanaugh was the straw that stirred the 

drink for FCT.  He scored a very well taken goal and seemed to have some role in every positive play FCT 

made.  However, that was not quite enough on this night, as an energetic MFA group were able to find a 

way to win.  Micro Footie’s fullbacks were bombing forward and making great runs all evening, which 

was causing non-stop headaches for FCT.  Talisman Mawuena Mallet forced a sharp save from the FCT 

keeper and Tiegen Kyle also saw himself thwarted by the last line of defense.  Kyle would stick with it, 

though, and his industrious efforts did finally pay dividends with a goal.  Alongside Kyle, Henrique Carlos 

had an outstanding match and he too found himself on the scoresheet, which was enough to give MFA a 

much needed three points as they look to make some progress up the standings. 

Here’s how the FVSL Premier Table looks after Week 10: 

  



 
BROWNS SOCIAL HOUSE PLAYER OF THE WEEK 

 
This week’s Brown’s Social House Player of the Week is Athos Michellepis de Sequeira from Faly FC.  

Michellepis de Sequeira was the driving force behind Faly’s crucial win away to Whitecaps as he socred 

twice in a victory that saw the FVSL Premier debutants rise into the loft heights of second place.  A title 

challenge is likely a tough ask at this point, as they are ten points back of first place, but if Michellepis de 

Sequeira continue to put in these types of performances, a trip to the Provincial Cup might well be on 

the cards in April. 

Congratulations Athos, you have won a $25 gift card courtesy of Brown’s Social House! 

 

THIS WEEK’S FVSL PREMIER SCHEDULE: 

Fri 12/10/2021 8:30PM  Langley United vs. Whitecaps U19  Willoughby Turf SW 

Sat 12/11/2021 8:00PM  FCT Academy vs. Micro Footie Academy Cloverdale Ath. #3 

Sun 12/12/2021 6:00PM FC Faly vs. Abbotsford United   Hjorth Turf #1 

Wed 12/12/2021 8:00PM FC Tigers Vancouver vs. Surrey United  Hjorth Turf #1 

SOCCER CITY PREMIER CUP SEMI-FINAL SCHEDULE: 

Fri 12/10/2021 8:45PM  Surrey United vs. FC Tigers Vancouver  Cloverdale Ath. #2 

 

Leaders FC Tigers will look to do a double over Surrey United in less than a week, as the teams meet in 

both league play and their SC Cup semi-final this week.  Tigers are cruising at the moment and sitting ten 

points clear at the top.  Still, Tigers will be in no mood to drop points, especially when Abbotsford are 

lurking back in the weeds holding three games in hand.  For Surrey, they have been stuck in second gear 

for some time now and do not want to be cut adrift as attention turns to the Provincial Cup places that 

will be up for grabs this season.  Before the teams get to that in mid-week though, they will have to 

determine who gets to play in the season’s first final when they contest their SC Cup semi on Friday 

night.  Abbotsford have played just once in the last month due to the various weather phenomena and 

that was a loss to Whitecaps out at UBC.  Prior to that they lost to FC Tigers, so, in fact, they have not 

won a game since the first week of November.  This has allowed the other teams in the top half to 

leapfrog them, with one of those sides being Faly, who find themselves sitting second after their big win 

over Whitecaps last time out.  While it is still before the winter break and the schedule is just now 

hovering around the halfway point, this feels like a very pivotal match for the defending champions to 

try and get their season back on track.  Elsewhere, Langley and Whitecaps will both look to bounce back 

from tough losses at the weekend and pick up much needed points to remain in the fight to finish in the 

top half.  Meanwhile FCT and MFA will run it back again in a rematch from last week, a game that Micro 

Footie won to move three points clear of FCT. 



 
 

The Challenge Series 

TWU Spartans 5-2 FC Faly – Wednesday 7:30pm; Trinity Western University 

Following their big win over Whitecaps at the weekend, Faly missed out on the opportunity to claim any 

bonus points against TWU as they were well beaten on this night.  The Spartans had this one basically 

put to bed by half time, as they were comfortably up 3-0 at the break.  Lucas Alberti and Noah Kroeker 

were both on target for the University side and they saw their cause further helped by a Wizaso Chavula 

own goal.  Faly were better in the second half, as the sides played that period to a draw.  Brandon 

Torresan and Charles Tchouya scored further goals for Trinity and youth call up Elliot Riches, who was 

Faly’s best player on the night, and Sairoob Sairoob provided some consolation for the visitors.  There 

was also a top performance from TWU’s Thomas Powell in this one, even though he did not factor 

directly in the scoring. 

Langley United 2-2 Surrey FC Royals – Wednesday 9:00pm; Willoughby Turf SW 

It was quite the contest out at Willoughby with both Langley and SFC trading chances all night.  The 

teams were very even from open play throughout the match, but set pieces made the difference on this 

night.  United captain Scott Barling delivered a lovely first half corner kick that was met at the back post 

by player-coach Azad Palani.  Then, shortly after half time, Palani turned provider, whipping in a free 

kick that found its way through to veteran striker Josh Craig to double the lead.  Langley goalkeeper 

Nuno Jesus had to be sharp on a number of occasions to make some nice reflex saves and keep out a 

lively Royals side.  Just as SFC might have been wondering if it was not to be their night, they were 

awarded a penalty and Ayman Sahmuddeen finally solved Jesus.  Then, late on, Sahmuddeen wriggled 

his way through and found a way to slot his effort low into the bottom corner to snatch a draw for the 

Royals that their play probably deserved on the night. 

This week’s fixtures: 

The Challenge Series will return in 2022! 

**NEW THIS SEASON** – Check out full FVSL Matches on YouTube at BC Sports Media 

Send NEWS to media@fraservalleysoccer.com 

And for more information on the FVSL go to fraservalleysoccer.com 
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